
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of trade sales. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for trade sales

Contacting China beneficiaries/Customers on the L/c advising, negotiation,
Confirmation, Discounting and Trade Finance revenue as the business target
Good knowledge on China requirements on Trade, Process and Procedures
and enlarging client base of China
To achieve revenue targets under trade & Corporate Banking
To develop and build client base for Bills collection business to the targeted
segments
Complete customer order entry efficiently and accurately
Under general supervision, responsible for a variety of financial duties
surrounding Trade, Slotting, OSD, and Sales reporting and analysis including,
but not limited to, development of standardized Sales management reporting
and analysis, Customer scorecards, Trade and Sales forecast/trend reporting,
Customer performance/profitability
Assist in building financial forecasts and annual plan for Trade, Slotting, and
OSD, and explaining key drivers, risks, and opportunities
Work with Customer Strategy Planning team to understand risks and
opportunities between Sales projections, targets, and the internal P&Ls
Assist and understand pricing recommendations and customer spending
strategy changes to ensure we have appropriate visibility in the P&L
Under general supervision, complete ad hoc requests as needed (such as
Customer P&Ls, analyses in the areas of Trade tactics, returns on investment,
promotion breakeven, promotion strategy, pricing realization, competitive
analyses)
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Multi-task through concurrent transactions, customer issues, internal
administration and reporting requirements
Prioritize needs for resources
Negotiate required support from other areas of the Bank (Commercial
Banking, International Banking, GBM, Product Management Groups)
Negotiate terms of mutual acceptance with large value customers
Motivate work force to stay focused on growth in an ever changing internal
and external environment
Strong leadership skills are necessary to guide this multinational team to
continued success in the markets that it operates in and in collaboration with
our partners in GBM in Canada, the US and the Caribbean


